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Abstract
A sign pattern matrix A is called potentially stable if there exists a real matrix B ∈ Q(A)
such that B is stable. A combinatorially symmetric sign pattern matrix A is called tree (star)
sign pattern if its graph G(A) is a tree (star). In this paper, a characterization for a star sign
pattern matrix being potentially stable is presented. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
A square matrix A is stable if each eigenvalue of A has negative real part. If all
entries of A are precisely known, then there are classical tests, such as Lyapunov’s
theorem or the Routh–Hurwitz conditions, to determine whether it is stable. In some
situations, however, the entries of A may not be known exactly or may be subject to
some degree of choice. In an extreme case, such as some occurring in economics,
biology/ecology, or chemistry, it may be that only the signs +, −, 0 of entries are
known. In such a situation, it may be of interest to know if the matrix must be stable,
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or might be stable. We call an n-by-n array whose entries are chosen from among the
set {+,−, 0} a sign pattern matrix. In this paper, we investigate sign pattern matrices
which may be stable.
Let A = (aij ) be an n-by-n sign pattern matrix. The set of real matrices with the
same sign pattern as A is called the qualitative class of A and is denoted by Q(A),
that is
Q(A) = {B = (bij ) ∈ Mn(R) | sgn bij = aij for all i and j }.
A sign pattern matrix A is said to be sign stable or qualitatively stable [4] if B is
stable for every matrix B ∈ Q(A) (i.e., the sign pattern requires stability), and is
potentially stable if there is a matrix B ∈ Q(A) such that B is stable (i.e., the sign
pattern allows stability). The sign stable patterns have been effectively characterized
[1], while no mathematical test for potential stability is yet available.
An n-by-n sign pattern matrix A = (aij ) is called combinatorially symmetric if
aij 	= 0 whenever aji 	= 0. LetG(A) be the graph of order n with vertices 1, 2, . . . , n
and an edge {i, j } joining vertices i and j if and only if i 	= j and aij 	= 0. We call
G(A) the graph of the matrix A. A combinatorially symmetric sign pattern matrix A
is called a tree sign pattern matrix (t.s.p. matrix) if G(A) is a tree, and is a star sign
pattern matrix if G(A) is a star. Johnson et al. [3] discussed the potentially stable
t.s.p. matrices for dimensions less than 5. Noticing the results of [3], which do not
contain all potentially stable t.s.p. matrices for dimensions less than 5 (see [6]), the
problem of characterizing potentially stable t.s.p. matrices is yet open. In this paper,
we characterize the potentially stable star sign patterns.
2. Lemmas
Lemma 2.1 [5]. If A is an n-by-n real matrix and the sign of the leading k-by-k minor
of A is (−)k for k = 1, 2, . . . , n, then there exists a diagonal matrix D with diagonal
entries positive, such that DA is stable.
The inertia of an n-by-n real matrix A is the triple
i(A) = (i+(A), i−(A), i0(A))
in which i+(A) (respectively, i−(A), i0(A)) is the number of eigenvalues of A (count-
ing multiplicity) with positive (respectively, negative, zero) real part; clearly, i+(A)+
i−(A)+ i0(A) = n, and i−(A) = n if and only if A is stable. A diagonal sign pattern
matrix S none of whose diagonal entries is 0 is called a signature matrix. It is clear
that all matrices in Q(S) have the same inertia, thus we may denote inertia of any
matrix in Q(S) by i(S).
An n-by-n t.s.p. matrix A = (aij ) is called symmetric if aij aji  0 for any i 	= j .
If A is a t.s.p. matrix, then the symmetric factorization of A is
A = SA1,
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where S is a signature matrix whose (1, 1) entry is +, and A1 is a symmetric t.s.p.
matrix [2].
Lemma 2.2 [2]. Let A = SA1 be the symmetric factorization of the n-by-n t.s.p.
matrix A. If A is potentially stable, then there is a symmetric matrix B1 ∈ Q(A1)
such that
i+(B1) = n− i+(S).
An n-by-n sign pattern matrix B = (bij ) is called a subpattern of the n-by-n sign
pattern matrixA = (aij ) if aij = + whenever bij = +, and aij = − whenever bij =
−. Thus, B may differ from A only in that some nonzero signs of A may have been
replaced by 0’s.
Lemma 2.3 [3]. Let B be a subpattern of the n-by-n sign pattern matrix A. If B is
potentially stable, then A is also potentially stable.
Let A be an n-by-n star sign pattern matrix. Clearly the potential stability of star
sign pattern matrix A is preserved under permutation similar and signature similar,
that is, for any n-by-n permutation matrix P and signature matrix S, A is potentially
stable if and only if P TSASP is potentially stable. Thus, we may assume, without
loss of generality, that A has the following form:
A =


a1 b2 · · · bn
c2 a2
...
.
.
.
cn an

 , (1)
where cj 	= 0 and bj = + for j = 2, . . . , n.
In order to simplify our notation, in the remainder of this paper, we denoteN+(A)
(respectively, N−(A), N0(A)) the row index set of positive (respectively, negative,
zero) entries in the main diagonal of the matrix A, and #X the number of elements
in a set X. For an n-by-n matrix A and a subset α of {1, 2, . . . , n}, A[α] denotes
the principal submatrix of A based on indices in α, and A(α) denotes the principal
submatrix of A obtained by deleting the rows and the columns indexed by α.
3. The star sign pattern with a nonzero main diagonal
In this section, we discuss the potential stability of star sign pattern all of whose
diagonal entries are nonzero. We state our first lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let k  2, A be a k-by-k star sign pattern matrix having the form (1)
such that:
(1.1) a1 = −, and ai = + for i = 2, . . . , k; and
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(1.2) #{i | ci = +} =
⌊
k−1
2
⌋
.
Then A is potentially stable.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that ci = (−)i−1, i = 2, . . . , k. Take B =
(bij ) ∈ Q(A), where |bj1| = j , j = 2, . . . , k, and all absolute values of other non-
zero entries of B are one. It is not difficult to verify that
sgn detB[{1, . . . , i}] = (−)i, i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
By Lemma 2.1, there exists a diagonal matrix D with diagonal entries positive, such
that DB is stable. Thus, A is potentially stable since DB ∈ Q(A). The lemma now
follows. 
Lemma 3.2. Let k  2, A be a k-by-k star sign pattern matrix having the form (1)
such that:
(2.1) ak = −, and ai = + for i = 1, . . . , k − 1; and
(2.2) ck = −, and #{i | ci = +} =  k−22 .
Then A is potentially stable.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume that ci = (−)i−1, i = 2, . . . , k − 1. Take
B = (bij ) ∈ Q(A), where bk1 = −2, |bj1| = j + 1 for j = 2, . . . , k − 1, all abso-
lute values of other nonzero entries of B are one, and k-by-k permutation matrix
P =


0 1
1 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
1 0

 .
It is not difficult to verify that
sgn detP TBP [{1, . . . , i}] = (−)i, i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
By Lemma 2.1, it is easy to see that A is potentially stable. The lemma now
follows. 
Lemma 3.3. Let k  2, A be a k-by-k star sign pattern matrix having the form (1)
such that:
(3.1) a1 = +; and
(3.2) ci = + for i ∈ N−(A).
Then A is not potentially stable.
Proof. Assume on the contrary that there exists a B ∈ Q(A) which is stable. By
the continuity of eigenvalues, we may assume that the diagonal entries of B are
distinct. Since B is stable, tr(B) < 0, and hence N−(A) 	= ∅. Without loss of gener-
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ality assume that N−(B) = {2, 3, . . . , s} and b22 > b33 > · · · > bss . Let f (λ) be the
characteristic polynomial of B. It is easy to verify that sgn(f (bii)) = (−)k−s+i−1 for
i = 2, 3, . . . , s, and sgn(limλ→−∞ f (λ)) = (−)k . Then, for 2  i  s, B has a real
eigenvalue λi such that bii > λi > bi+1,i+1, where we agree bss > λs > −∞. Thus
tr(B) = b11 +
s∑
i=2
bii +
k∑
i=s+1
bii 
s∑
i=2
bii >
s∑
i=2
λi .
Hence some eigenvalues of B have positive real part, contrary to the assumption that
B is stable. The lemma now follows. 
Lemma 3.4. Let B1 be a k-by-k potentially stable sign pattern matrix, and B2 an
l-by-l signature matrix with a negative main diagonal. Then the (k + l)-by-(k + l)
sign pattern matrix
A =
[
B1 B3
B4 B2
]
is potentially stable.
Proof. Clearly, B = diag (B1, B2) is potentially stable. Thus, from Lemma 2.3, A
is also potentially stable. 
Theorem 3.5. Let n  2, A be an n-by-n star sign pattern matrix having the form
(1). Then A is potentially stable if and only if
(4.1) #{i | ci = + and i ∈ N+(A)} =
⌊ #(N+(A)\{1})
2
⌋; and
(4.2) when a1 = +, {i | ci = − and i ∈ N−(A)} 	= ∅.
Proof. Suppose that A is potentially stable with symmetric factorization A = SA1.
It is easy to see that
i+(S) = n− #{i | ci = −}.
By Lemma 2.2, there exists a symmetric matrix B1 ∈ Q(A1) such that
i+(B1) = n− i+(S) = #{i | ci = −}.
By the theory of quadric forms,
i+(B1({1}))  i+(B1)  i+(B1({1}))+ 1.
Since
i+(B1({1})) = #{i | ci = + and i ∈ N+(A)}
+#{i | ci = − and i ∈ N−(A)},
we have
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#{i | ci = − and i ∈ N+(A)} − 1
 #{i | ci = + and i ∈ N+(A)}
 #{i | ci = − and i ∈ N+(A)},
that is,
#{i | ci = + and i ∈ N+(A)} =
⌊
#(N+(A) \ {1})
2
⌋
.
By Lemma 3.3, the necessity holds.
Now let A be an n-by-n star sign pattern matrix having the form (1) which satisfies
(4.1) and (4.2). By Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4, it follows that A is potentially stable.
The theorem now follows. 
4. The star sign pattern with zero diagonal entries
In this section, we discuss the potential stability of star sign pattern with zero
diagonal entries.
Lemma 4.1. Let A be an n-by-n potentially stable star sign pattern matrix having
the form (1). Then #{i | i  2 and i ∈ N0(A)}  1.
Proof. Otherwise #{i | i  2 and i ∈ N0(A)}  2. It is clear that detB = 0 for any
B ∈ Q(A), and i0(A)  1, contradicting the potential stability of A. 
Theorem 4.2. Let A be an n-by-n star sign pattern matrix having the form (1) such
that N0(A) = {1}. Then A is potentially stable if and only if
(5.1) {i | ci = − and i ∈ N−(A)} 	= ∅; and
(5.2) #{i | ci = + and i ∈ N+(A)} =
⌊ #N+(A)
2
⌋
.
Proof. Using the similar method of the proof of Lemma 3.2, the sufficiency can be
easily obtained, and so we only prove the necessity.
Suppose that A¯ is the sign pattern matrix obtained from A by replacing a1 by +.
By Theorem 3.5, (5.1) and (5.2) hold if and only if A¯ is potentially stable. Thus the
necessity holds from Lemma 2.3. The theorem now follows. 
Theorem 4.3. Let A be an n-by-n star sign pattern matrix having the form (1), and
suppose there exists 2  s  n such that as = 0. Then A is potentially stable if and
only if A˜ and A({s}) are potentially stable, where A˜ is obtained from A by replacing
as by +.
Proof. Assume that A is potentially stable and B is obtained from A by replacing as
by −. From Lemmas 2.3 and 4.1, A˜ and B are potentially stable, and each diagonal
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entry of B and A({s}), except possibly a1, is nonzero. By Theorem 4.2 (if a1 = 0) or
Theorem 3.5 (if a1 	= 0) on B and A˜, respectively, it follows that
(6.1) #{i | ci = + and i ∈ N+(B)} =
⌊ #(N+(B)\{1})
2
⌋
, and
(6.2) when a1 	= −, {i | ci = − and i ∈ N−(A˜)} 	= ∅.
Note that N+(B) = N+(A({s})) and N−(A˜) = N−(A({s})), (6.1) and (6.2) are
equivalent to
(6.1)′ #{i | ci = + and i ∈ N+(A({s}))} =
⌊#(N+(A({s}))\{1})
2
⌋
, and
(6.2)′ when a1 	= −, {i | ci = − and i ∈ N−(A({s}))} 	= ∅.
It follows thatA({s}) is potentially stable from Theorem 4.2 or Theorem 3.5. Thus
the necessity holds.
Now assume that A˜ and A({s}) are potentially stable. There exists a Bn−1 ∈
Q(A({s})) such that i−(Bn−1) = n− 1. Let m = #(N+(A)\{1}). By Theorem 4.2
or Theorem 3.5, we have that cs = (−)m+1. Let
Bn(ε) =


Bn−1
ε
0
...
0
(−1)m+1ε 0 · · · 0 0

 ,
where ε is positive. Since Bn−1 is stable, there exists δ > 0 such that i−(Bn(ε)) 
n− 1 for 0 < ε < δ. It is easy to verify that sgn(detBn(ε)) = (−)n, therefore Bn(ε)
is stable. Let P be an n-by-n permutation matrix
P =


1
.
.
.
1
0 1
1 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
1 0


←s .
It is clear that P TBn(ε)P ∈ Q(A) is stable, hence A is potentially stable. The theo-
rem now follows. 
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